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Part 1: Nuclear (nested) bars 

NGC 2950 

NGC 6782 



Measuring angular velocities  
of nested bars 

Tremaine-Weinberg method: 



both velocity  
components  
can be recovered  
in barred discs 

WM, Emsellem & 
Krajnovic (2012) 

NGC 936 



Insights into dynamics of double bars 
1. Double bars formed during gas inflow 

• inner bar rotates 
faster than outer 
bar 

• inner bar forms 
after outer bar 
(Friedli & Martinet 
1993) 



Debattista & Shen 2007 

2. Double bars triggered by  
    setup in stellar dynamics  

•  rapidly rotating bulge as initial condition 
•  inner bar forms before outer bar 
•  inner bar rotates faster than outer bar 
•  dynamics as predicted by orbital models  



Orbital analysis of nested bars 

•  inner bar cannot extend to its corotation, because loops supporting it do not 
extend that far 

•  inner bar should pulsate: thickest when bars aligned 
•  inner bar should not rotate uniformly: it is fastest when bars aligned 

x2 loops 

WM & Sparke (2000) 



•  at large Ω inner bar is 
short and round, but 
trap orbits well 

•  at small Ω inner bar is 
longer, but it pulsates 
and accelerates more 
and poorly traps orbits 

•  below certain 
minimum Ω, orbits no 
longer support inner 
bar 

How the 
orbital 

support of 
the inner bar 
depends on 
its pattern 
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WM & Small (2010) 



pulsation 

the ratio of bar size to its corotation 
radius remains almost constant: 

here  ~45% 

WM & Small (2010) 

Dynamics of the inner bar as a 
function of its pattern speed 

non-uniform rotation 



3. Double bars  
forming 
spontaneously in  
purely stellar discs   

Rautiainen & Salo (1999) 

•  double bars form in    
discs dynamically 
warmer (Q~3) than 
single bars 

•  inner bar forms 
before outer bar 

•  inner bar rotates 
faster than outer bar 



•  double bars form in    
disc dominated by 
dark halo (Q~2.5) 
•  inner and outer bar 
form simultaneously 
•  inner bar rotates 
almost as slow as 
outer bar (both bars 
slow) 

WM & Saha (2013) 



models of gas flow in double bars should use dynamically possible systems 

… as the inner bar ends well within its own corotation, it does not generate 
shocks in gas 

WM et al.  
(2002) 

gas density 

shock 
div v << 0  



Part 2: Nuclear spirals 

  usually seen as dust obscuration 
  sometimes are continuation of large-scale features  

NGC 3982 



    
NGC 3368 (M96) 
chaotic nuclear spiral 

Martini et al. (2003) 

              NGC 4321 (M100) 
grand design nuclear spiral 



Nuclear spirals vs.  
large-scale spirals 

hydrodynamical model: 
oval (contour) distribution of stars 
drives spiral (greyscale) in gas 

ILR 
propagating density wave in stars 

Toomre (1981) 

WM (2004) 

nuclear spirals: 
waves in gas 
generated  
at the ILR by a  
tumbling stellar  
component 
(e.g.bar or spiral)  

no self-gravity in gas 



Dispersion relation for waves in a disc: 

       m²(Ω- Ωp)²   -  κ²    -      k²c²      +  2πG F ׀k׀ ρ  =  0 
                     rotation curve          gas pressure          self-gravity 

(Ω + κ/m – Ωp) (Ω - κ/m – Ωp)   =  (kc/m)²                   > 0 
                                                   = - 2πG F ׀k׀ ρ / m²   < 0 

m=2 
•  waves are forced 

oscillations in a 
stable gaseous disc 

•  pressure waves can 
propagate all the 
way to the galaxy 
centre nuclear 
spirals  

Englmaier & Shlosman (2000) 



WM (2004) 

Nuclear spirals in hydrodynamical model 



m-arm photometric spiral corresponds to  
m-1-arm kinematic spiral in LOS velocity residuals  
(Canzian 1993) 

Kinematic signatures of nuclear spirals  

inflow 

outflow 



JHK                   VLT NACO Prieto, WM et al. 2005 

J-band residual 

NGC 1097 in R-band  
(HST F814W filter) 

Case study: nuclear spiral in NGC 1097 



SINFONI observations  
of 3-arm nuclear 

spiral in NGC 1097 
(Davies, WM et al. 2009) 

SINFONI FOV 

2.12 µm 1-0 S(1)H2 emission line traces warm molecular gas 

SINFONI: AO NIR IFU  
(integral field unit) at the VLT 
FOV 4”x4”, FWHM 0.25” 



kinematic 2-arm 
spiral in residual gas 
velocity   amplitude 
of residuals  
~40 km/s 
75 km/s deprojected 

(velocity dispersion  
~ 40 km/s) 

no velocity 
residuals seen 
in stars 



Kinematic 
signatures of 
other nuclear 
spirals 

NGC 6951 (GMOS  
Storchi-Bergmann  
et al. 2007) 

NGC 2974 
(SAURON 
D. Krajnovic 
- priv. comm.) 

NGC 7213 (GMOS Schnorr Müller et al. in prep) 

NGC 4501 (SINFONI 
Mazzalay, WM et al.  
in prep) 

are 
these 
shocks? 



Gas inflow in  
nuclear spiral shock driven by a bar 

•  shock on the inside edges of the arms  
•  residual velocities up to 3 times higher 

than the velocity dispersion in gas 
•  steady inflow in nuclear spiral shock 

10^8 Msun CMO no CMO 

WM (2004) 



Innermost 
parsecs of 

nuclear spirals 
strong shock; 40-pc hole 

weak spiral; 40-pc hole weak spiral; 10-pc hole weak spiral; 10-pc hole 

•  models on polar grid with reflection 
inner boundary condition 

•  small (60-pc diameter) nuclear 
disc, independent of boundary 
conditions 

•  the size of the nuclear disc may 
depend on the CMO mass (10^8 
Msun here) 

•  nuclear spirals dump gas onto the 
nucleus; star formation possible 

•  relevant to nuclear star clusters? 

200x200pc boxes                   dark blue: 50-400 Msun/pc2 



Star formation in nuclear spirals? 

NGC 1530 Zurita et al. 2004 

NGC 5248  
Jogee et al. \ 
2000 



Nuclear spirals 
in nested bars 

NGC 6946 Schinnerer et al. 2004 

     reshaping of 
nuclear spiral by 
secondary nuclear 
bar 

WM 2004 



•  (grand design) nuclear spirals as pressure waves in gas 
triggered by asymmetry in mass distribution 

    (different from classical stellar density waves) 
•  nuclear spirals can be shocks in gas, hence dissipation & 

inflow  formation of nuclear star clusters? 

•  different initial conditions for single and double bar 
formation? 

•  unlike the outer bar, inner bar may not extend to its own 
corotation 

•  not all pattern speeds of inner bars are dynamically 
possible 

•  only gas flows in dynamically possible double bars matter   


